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The IoT market is growing at a phenomenal rate. The number of IoT sensors and
devices in circulation is expected to exceed 50 billion by 2022. As IoT technology
continues to proliferate, however, so do the security challenges related to deploying
IoT devices and a network to accommodate them.
According to recent estimates, 35 percent of IT executives lack confidence in the
security of IoT devices, fearing that cybercriminals can access and control them. This
skepticism is certainly understandable given that about 84 percent of organizations
have already experienced an IoT-related security breach. AT&T has reported a 3,198
percent increase in attackers scanning for IoT vulnerabilities over the past three
years, and a single IoT breach can cost a large company tens of millions of dollars.

Defining the risks
The attack surface of a network consists of all the possible places where it can
be attacked, and it expands with every new Internet-connected device. While the
chance of one device being accessed by a perpetrator is small, the large number
of IoT devices being brought into companies collectively creates a significant
security risk.
Once an IoT device is hacked, an attacker can access its functions, which can
potentially lead to sabotage—holding the device and the operations it controls
hostage and demanding huge payments to release them.
Cybercriminals can also infiltrate networks with huge numbers of infected devices
known as botnets, which are used to deliver distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks. The botnets send a stream of network requests targeted to a server,
computer or network the attacker wants to take down. With too many network
requests to handle, the targeted system crashes and becomes unavailable to users.

Addressing the security challenges presented by IoT
Juniper Networks, an established leader in networking and security—named by
Gartner as a leader in the Magic Quadrant for data center networking in 2019—
offers a comprehensive approach to simplifying the design, deployment and
operations of large-scale IoT networks and ensuring their security.
• Juniper’s carrier-grade IP/MPLS fabric allows an organization to converge IT, OT
and IoT applications securely on a shared physical network that delivers .999999
reliability and impressive cost efficiencies. Juniper’s SND and NFV overlays
are designed to accommodate diverse IoT use cases with virtual networking
slicing without running separate physical networks for each. Network-agnostic
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SD-WAN capabilities make it easy to provision connectivity
for IoT endpoints in remote locations so they can access any
cloud services.
• Juniper-connected security activates the entire network with
analytics and machine learning to protect IoT devices against
the latest threats. Real-time visibility, smart advanced threat
detection and automated distributed policy enforcement
capabilities work across any network asset, cloud and vendor.
And automation and device-profiling integration simplify IoT
network segmentation and access control.
• Juniper’s Contrail Edge Cloud makes it easy to customize
where IoT application workloads and services run. With
its open, standards-based approach, Contrail Edge Cloud
delivers full interoperability, simplifying multivendor
integration and delivering greater cost efficiency.

Juniper network security in action
The Marine Institute in Ireland is the national agency responsible
for marine research, technology development and innovation
in the country. The organization is charged with developing the
economic potential and promoting the sustainable development
of Ireland’s marine resources, which span 200 million acres.
The Marine Institute collects and processes environmental
data through vessel surveys, remote sensors and an IoT-driven
SmartBay underwater observatory. Sitting beneath 20 meters of
water in Galway Bay, the observatory is connected by power and
fiber cables and houses a vast array of underwater equipment.
There, IoT sensors capture real-time data, which is analyzed
by researchers and companies looking to develop new and
innovative marine technologies. Given the sensitivity of the data
collected, the Institute has placed a high priority on network
security and was looking for a solution beyond their traditional
firewalls—one that would allow different types of users to access
its LAN securely. Institute staff members, for example, need
full access to the network even when working remotely, while
project partners only need access to web-based applications and
certain devices and sensors.
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The Marine Institute also needed a solution with a strong
unified threat management (UTM) capability to ensure complete
protection in all locations—physical offices, research vessels,
subsea observatory and other remote locations.
After engaging with several security vendors and integrators and
doing extensive research, the Institute selected a secure network
solution from Juniper Networks: an SRX1500 Services Gateway
combined with Junos Space Security Director and Juniper Sky
Advanced Threat Prevention (ATP) for real-time monitoring of
internet traffic to and from the LAN.
The SRX1500 Services Gateway is a security appliance designed
to protect distributed enterprise locations and small-tomidsize data centers. It performs ultra-fast, high-speed, nextgeneration firewalling, and when combined with Juniper Sky ATP,
protects end-user devices against malware, ransomware and
other cyberthreats.
Junos Space Security Director provides automated security
policy management, enforcement and expansive visibility through
an intuitive, centralized interface. Using intuitive dashboards and
reporting features, it offers insight into threats, compromised
devices and risky applications.
Rather than relying solely on endpoint security to limit the
impact of an attack after it has occurred, the Marine Institute
now has an advanced warning system—a way to identify
rogue traffic and lock it down before it can cause any damage
to the network.
With Juniper-connected security, the Marine Institute has a
comprehensive and scalable platform that protects the total
infrastructure—to ensure the security of its networks, users
and all devices wherever they happen to be, on land, in marine
vessels or even at the ocean depths.
Case studies like this one underscore the distinct advantages
that Juniper-connected security offers organizations that
are incorporating IoT technology into their operations. To
learn more, contact your Juniper team at Ingram Micro at
juniper.assist@ingrammicro.com.
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